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**Words & Definitions**

**Lesson 1: graph, ir-, non-**

- **autograph** – n. the signature of a famous person. *The young boy approached the football player and requested an autograph.*

- **graffiti** – n. pictures or words painted or drawn on a wall, building, etc. *The walls under the overpass are covered in graffiti.*

- **graphite** – n. a shiny, black substance that is used in pencils. *Graphite is a safer alternative to lead in pencils.*

- **paragraph** – n. a part of a piece of writing that deals with one subject, begins on a new line, and is made up of one or more sentences. *The answer can be found in the second paragraph on page ten.*

- **telegraph** – n. an outdated system of sending messages over long distances by using wires and electrical signals. *The zoologist received a telegraph informing him of his mother’s illness.*

- **irrational** – adj. not thinking clearly; not able to use reason or good judgment. *Monty has an irrational fear of rabbits.*

- **irregular** – adj. not normal or usual; not following the usual rules about what should be done; not regular in form or shape. *Sherry has a collection of rocks with irregular shapes.*

- **irrelevant** – adj. not important or relating to what is being discussed right now. *The only comments the man made were irrelevant and annoyed the other attendees.*

- **nonexistent** – adj. not present or real; not existing. *The possibility of recess on a day this rainy is nonexistent.*

- **nonverbal** – adj. not involving or using words; not able to speak. *The boy was nonverbal and threw a tantrum when he became frustrated with his inability to communicate.*
Name ____________________________________________________________________________

A. Understand Words
Directions: Write the vocabulary word for each definition below.

  1. not thinking clearly; not able to use reason or good judgment
  2. an outdated system of sending messages over long distances by using wires and electrical signals
  3. not normal; or usual; not following the usual rules about what should be done; not regular in form or shape
  4. not present or real; not existing
  5. not involving words; not able to speak
  6. the signature of a famous person
  7. a part of a piece of writing that deals with one subject, begins on a new line, and is made up of one or more sentences
  8. not important or relating to what is being discussed right now
  9. pictures or words painted or drawn on a wall, building, etc.
  10. a shiny, black substance that is used in pencils

B. Rewrite Definitions
Directions: Reread the definitions and sentence examples for each word. Then, write your own definition for each word that contains no more than five words and uses the root or prefix meaning as part of the definition. An example is done for you.

  11. autograph: _________________________________________________________________________________
  12. graffiti: ____________________________________________________________________________________
  13. graphite: ___________________________________________________________________________________
  14. paragraph: _________________________________________________________________________________
  15. telegraph: __________________________________________________________________________________
  16. irrational: __________________________________________________________________________________
  17. irregular: __________________________________________________________________________________
  18. irrelevant: __________________________________________________________________________________
  19. nonexistent: ________________________________________________________________________________
  20. nonverbal: __________________________________________________________________________________
A. Crossword Puzzle
Directions: Read the abbreviated definitions and complete the puzzle.

Across

4) lack of judgment
5) not normal
6) messages
8) signature
9) black substance
10) not real

Down

1) without words
2) sentences
3) not important
7) painted on

B. Which Word Does Not Belong?
Directions: Choose the word that is not related to the vocabulary word given.

11. autograph a. write b. signature c. famous d. message
12. graffiti a. picture b. painted c. subject d. building
13. graphite a. substance b. ink c. black d. pencil
14. paragraph a. electrical b. essay c. subject d. line
15. telegraph a. signal b. zoo c. message d. distance

C. Synonyms or Antonyms?
Directions: Read the words and decide if they are synonyms or antonyms.

16. irrational/logical a. synonyms b. antonyms
17. irregular/abnormal a. synonyms b. antonyms
18. irrelevant/unimportant a. synonyms b. antonyms
19. nonexistent/occurring a. synonyms b. antonyms
20. nonverbal/vocal a. synonyms b. antonyms
Name __________________________

**A. Fill in the Blanks**
Directions: Read each sentence and choose the word that best fits the sentence.

1. Mom gets __________________ when I forget to make my bed before school.
2. The judge threw out the evidence, declaring it was __________________ to the case.
3. We waited in line for four hours just to get the singer’s __________________.
4. The teens had to do community service when they were caught writing __________________ on old buildings.
5. Can you believe that the __________________ was once the fastest method of getting a message across the world?
6. My allowance is so meager that it might as well be __________________.
7. You can read someone’s body language, or __________________ communication, to find out what they’re really thinking.
8. The doctor listened again and found that the child’s heartbeat was __________________.
9. The metal club was made out of __________________ and other metallic substances.
10. Charlene wasn’t happy with her essay despite spending hours on each __________________.

**B. True or False**
Directions: Decide if each statement below is true (T) or false (F).

T  F  1. Graffiti can be considered an art form.
T  F  2. A paragraph must contain no more than nine sentences.
T  F  3. An irrelevant comment makes a conversation more interesting.
T  F  4. If something is nonexistent, it is available in abundance.
T  F  5. The telegraph was a precursor to the instant message.
T  F  6. An autograph can make a memento more valuable.
T  F  7. Nonverbal communication is only used under rare circumstances.
T  F  8. Pants that are irregular probably fit really well.
T  F  9. An irrational fear is one that is backed up with good reason.
T  F  10. Graphite is more dangerous to humans than lead.
A. Fill in the Blanks
Directions: Change the form of the vocabulary words below to fill in the table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>noun</th>
<th>verb</th>
<th>adjective</th>
<th>adverb</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>irrational</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>graffiti</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>telegraph</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>irregular</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>nonverb</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. Analogies
Directions: Fill in the blanks with vocabulary words to complete the analogies.

6. ordinary :: signature
   extraordinary :: ______

7. letter :: word
   sentence :: ______

8. irrelevant :: relevant
   __________ :: existent

C. Adding Prefixes
Directions: Change each word below to its opposite meaning by adding the prefix ir- or non-. Write the new word on the line.

11. responsible
    __________

12. violent
    __________

13. replaceable
    __________

14. resistible
    __________

15. toxic
    __________

16. fat
    __________

17. human
    __________

18. fiction
    __________

19. reversible
    __________

20. judgmental
    __________

21. traditional
    __________

22. abrasive
    __________

23. conformist
    __________

24. refutable
    __________

25. metal
    __________
These bonus coloring pages for the root graph are provided FREE by Heidi Babin of The Doodle Oven.

They are part of a growing bundle of Greek & Latin Roots Coloring Pages that Heidi has made specifically to coordinate with the Vocabulary Practice & Assess pages as well as the Interactive Vocabulary Notebook.

Her Greek & Latin Roots coloring pages will be released according to the same schedule as my units.

Please visit Heidi’s store to view and purchase this unique add-on product!
Color the details carefully and leave the outer box white. Next, imagine you are a famous celebrity. In the uncolored area (outside the grid), write your autograph until you fill all the white space. Cut out at the black dotted line and glue into your interactive notebook.
A. Matching Definitions
Directions: Write the letter of the vocabulary word for each definition below.

1. pictures or words painted or drawn on a wall, building, etc.
   a. autograph
   b. graffiti
   c. graphite
   d. paragraph
   e. telegraph
   f. irrational
   g. irregular
   h. irrelevant
   i. nonexistent
   j. nonverbal

2. an outdated system of sending messages over long distances by using wires and electrical signals
   a. autograph
   b. graffiti
   c. graphite
   d. paragraph
   e. telegraph
   f. irrational
   g. irregular
   h. irrelevant
   i. nonexistent
   j. nonverbal

3. the signature of a famous person
   a. autograph
   b. graffiti
   c. graphite
   d. paragraph
   e. telegraph
   f. irrational
   g. irregular
   h. irrelevant
   i. nonexistent
   j. nonverbal

4. not present or real; not existing
   a. autograph
   b. graffiti
   c. graphite
   d. paragraph
   e. telegraph
   f. irrational
   g. irregular
   h. irrelevant
   i. nonexistent
   j. nonverbal

5. not involving words; not able to speak
   a. autograph
   b. graffiti
   c. graphite
   d. paragraph
   e. telegraph
   f. irrational
   g. irregular
   h. irrelevant
   i. nonexistent
   j. nonverbal

6. not normal or usual; not following the usual rules about what should be done; not regular in form or shape
   a. autograph
   b. graffiti
   c. graphite
   d. paragraph
   e. telegraph
   f. irrational
   g. irregular
   h. irrelevant
   i. nonexistent
   j. nonverbal

7. a part of a piece of writing that deals with one subject, begins on a new line, and is made up of one or more sentences
   a. autograph
   b. graffiti
   c. graphite
   d. paragraph
   e. telegraph
   f. irrational
   g. irregular
   h. irrelevant
   i. nonexistent
   j. nonverbal

8. not important or relating to what is being discussed right now
   a. autograph
   b. graffiti
   c. graphite
   d. paragraph
   e. telegraph
   f. irrational
   g. irregular
   h. irrelevant
   i. nonexistent
   j. nonverbal

9. not thinking clearly; not able to use reason or good judgment
   a. autograph
   b. graffiti
   c. graphite
   d. paragraph
   e. telegraph
   f. irrational
   g. irregular
   h. irrelevant
   i. nonexistent
   j. nonverbal

10. a shiny, black substance that is used in pencils
    a. autograph
    b. graffiti
    c. graphite
    d. paragraph
    e. telegraph
    f. irrational
    g. irregular
    h. irrelevant
    i. nonexistent
    j. nonverbal

B. Antonyms
Directions: Choose the antonym for each vocabulary word below.

11. irregular
    a. abnormal
    b. typical
    c. unreliable
    d. erratic

12. telegraph
    a. distance
    b. keep quiet
    c. signal
    d. announce

13. nonexistent
    a. absent
    b. vacant
    c. actual
    d. negative

14. nonverbal
    a. vocal
    b. quiet
    c. refrain
    d. silent

15. irrational
    a. foolish
    b. ridiculous
    c. unreasonable
    d. sane
C. Synonyms
Directions: Choose the synonym for each word below.

16. paragraph a. word b. passage c. pencil d. write
17. autograph a. drawing b. seal c. signature d. photo
18. irrelevant a. meaningful b. necessary c. important d. inappropriate
19. graphite a. liquid b. metal c. replica d. copy
20. graffiti a. defacement b. autograph c. photography d. appropriate

D. Fill in the Blank Sentences
Directions: Read each sentence and choose the word that best fits the sentence.

21. Instead of following a schedule, the broken bell rang at ____________ intervals.
   a. irrational b. irregular c. irrelevant d. nonexistent

22. My favorite author is sending me a copy of her latest book with her ____________ in the
   front cover!
   a. autograph b. graffiti c. paragraph d. telegraph

23. The artist drew with a charcoal pencil because its mark was different from that of a
   ____________ pencil.
   a. graffiti b. paragraph c. graphite d. telegraph

24. The class was able to distract the teacher with a subject that was completely ____________.
   a. irrelevant b. irrational c. nonexistent d. nonverbal

25. The janitor painted over the bathroom walls that were covered in ____________.
   a. autographs b. graffiti c. paragraphs d. telegraphs

26. Which ____________ contains the thesis statement?
   a. graphite b. paragraph c. telegraph d. graffiti

27. We returned from our week-long vacation to find the family dog frantic and behaving in a
   manner that was ____________.
   a. irrational b. irrelevant c. nonexistent d. nonverbal

28. I loathe sports; my knowledge of anything baseball-related is ____________.
   a. irrelevant b. irregular c. nonverbal d. nonexistent

29. I tried explaining to my grandfather that a text was like an automatic ____________.
   a. paragraph b. graffiti c. telegraph d. autograph

30. Even though I wanted to voice my concerns, I remained ____________.
   a. nonverbal b. nonexistent c. irregular d. irrelevant
Name __________________________________________

A. Matching Definitions
Directions: Write the letter of the vocabulary word for each definition below.

_____ 1. pictures or words painted or drawn on a wall, building, etc.
_____ 2. an outdated system of sending messages over long distances by using wires and electrical signals
_____ 3. the signature of a famous person
_____ 4. not present or real; not existing
_____ 5. not involving words; not able to speak

a. autograph
b. graffiti
c. telegraph
d. nonexistent
e. nonverbal

_____ 6. not normal or usual; not following the usual rules about what should be done; not regular in form or shape
_____ 7. a part of a piece of writing that deals with one subject, begins on a new line, and is made up of one or more sentences
_____ 8. not important or relating to what is being discussed right now
_____ 9. not thinking clearly; not able to use reason or good judgment
_____ 10. a shiny, black substance that is used in pencils

f. irrelevant
g. graphite
h. paragraph
i. irregular
j. irrational

B. Antonyms
Directions: Choose the antonym for each vocabulary word below.

11. irregular
   a. abnormal
   b. typical

12. telegraph
   a. distance
   b. keep quiet

13. nonexistent
   a. absent
   b. actual

14. nonverbal
   a. vocal
   b. silent

15. irrational
   a. sane
   b. ridiculous
C. Synonyms
Directions: Choose the synonym for each word below.

16. paragraph  a. word     b. passage
17. autograph  a. signature b. photo
18. irrelevant a. meaningful b. inappropriate
19. graphite   a. metal     b. copy
20. graffiti   a. defacement b. appropriate

D. Fill in the Blank Sentences
Directions: Read each sentence and choose the word that best fits the sentence.

21. Instead of following a schedule, the broken bell rang at _____________ intervals.
   a. irrational    b. irregular

22. My favorite author is sending me a copy of her latest book with her _____________ in the front cover!
   a. autograph     b. graffiti

23. The artist drew with a charcoal pencil because its mark was different from that of a _____________ pencil.
   a. graffiti      b. graphite

24. The class was able to distract the teacher with a subject that was completely _____________.
   a. irrelevant   b. irrational

25. The janitor painted over the bathroom walls that were covered in _____________.
   a. autographs   b. graffiti

26. Which ____________ contains the thesis statement?
   a. graphite     b. paragraph

27. We returned from our week-long vacation to find the family dog frantic and behaving in a manner that was _____________.
   a. irrational    b. nonverbal

28. I loathe sports; my knowledge of anything baseball-related is _____________.
   a. irrelevant   b. nonexistent

29. I tried explaining to my grandfather that a text was like an automatic _____________.
   a. paragraph    b. telegraph

30. Even though I wanted to voice my concerns, I remained _____________.
   a. nonverbal    b. irregular
Activity 1
1. irrational
2. telegraph
3. irregular
4. nonexistent
5. nonverbal
6. autograph
7. paragraph
8. irrelevant
9. graffiti
10. graphite

(suggested answers only)

11. write your own name
12. write on public property
13. write with a pencil
14. write with sections
15. write to long distances
16. not sane
17. not normal
18. not pertaining to this
19. not real
20. not lacking / not with words

Activity 2
1. nonverbal
2. paragraph
3. irrelevant
4. irrational
5. irregular
6. nonexistent
7. nonverbal
8. autograph
9. graphite
10. nonexistent

11. d. message
12. c. subject
13. b. ink
14. a. electrical
15. b. zoo
16. b. antonyms
17. a. synonyms
18. a. synonyms
19. b. antonyms
20. b. antonyms

Activity 3
1. irrational
2. irrelevant
3. autograph
4. graffiti
5. telegraph
6. nonexistent
7. nonverbal
8. irregular
9. graphite
10. paragraph
11. T
12. F
13. F
14. F
15. T
16. T
17. F
18. F
19. F
20. F

Activity 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>noun</th>
<th>verb</th>
<th>adjective</th>
<th>adverb</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>irrational</td>
<td>irrationally</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 graffiti</td>
<td>graffiti</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 telegraph</td>
<td>telegraph</td>
<td>telegraphic</td>
<td>telegraphically</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>irregular</td>
<td>irregularly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>nonverbal</td>
<td>nonverbally</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6. autograph
7. paragraph
8. nonexistent
9. graphite
10. nonverbal
11. irresponsible
12. nonviolent
13. irreplaceable
14. irresistibe
15. nontoxic
16. nonfat
17. nonhuman
18. nonfiction
19. irreversible
20. nonjudgmental
21. nontraditional
22. nonabrasive
23. nonconformist
24. irrefutable
25. nonmetal
### Lesson 1 Quiz (Regular)
1. b. graffiti
2. e. telegraph
3. a. autograph
4. i. nonexistent
5. j. nonverbal
6. g. irregular
7. d. paragraph
8. h. irrelevant
9. f. irrational
10. c. graphite
11. b. typical
12. b. keep quiet
13. c. actual
14. a. vocal
15. d. sane
16. b. passage
17. c. signature
18. d. inappropriate
19. b. metal
20. a. defacement
21. b. irregular
22. a. autograph
23. c. graphite
24. a. irrelevant
25. b. graffiti
26. b. paragraph
27. a. irrational
28. d. nonexistent
29. c. telegraph
30. a. nonverbal

### Lesson 1 Quiz (Modified)
1. b. graffiti
2. e. telegraph
3. a. autograph
4. i. nonexistent
5. j. nonverbal
6. g. irregular
7. d. paragraph
8. h. irrelevant
9. f. irrational
10. c. graphite
11. b. typical
12. b. keep quiet
13. c. actual
14. a. vocal
15. a. sane
16. b. passage
17. a. signature
18. b. inappropriate
19. a. metal
20. a. defacement
21. b. irregular
22. a. autograph
23. b. graphite
24. a. irrelevant
25. b. graffiti
26. b. paragraph
27. a. irrational
28. b. nonexistent
29. b. telegraph
30. a. nonverbal
**Greek & Latin Roots**

root: graph

**Words & Definitions**

**autograph** – n. the signature of a famous person. *The young boy approached the football player and requested an autograph.*

**graffiti** – n. pictures or words painted or drawn on a wall, building, etc. *The walls under the overpass are covered in graffiti.*

**graphite** – n. a shiny, black substance that is used in pencils. *Graphite is a safer alternative to lead in pencils.*

**paragraph** – n. a part of a piece of writing that deals with one subject, begins on a new line, and is made up of one or more sentences. *The answer can be found in the second paragraph on page ten.*

**telegraph** – n. an outdated system of sending messages over long distances by using wires and electrical signals. *The zoologist received a telegraph informing him of his mother’s illness.*
Greek & Latin Roots

Practice

root: graph

A. Understand Words
Directions: Write the vocabulary word for each definition below.

1. ___________________________ 1. an outdated system of sending messages over long distances by using wires and electrical signals
2. ___________________________ 2. the signature of a famous person
3. ___________________________ 3. a part of a piece of writing that deals with one subject, begins on a new line, and is made up of one or more sentences
4. ___________________________ a. pictures or words painted or drawn on a wall, building, etc.
5. ___________________________ b. a shiny, black substance that is used in pencils

B. Rewrite Definitions
Directions: Reread the definitions and sentence examples for each word. Then, write your own definition for each word that contains no more than five words and uses the root or prefix meaning as part of the definition. An example is done for you.

6. autograph: ___________________________
   write your own name

7. graffiti: ___________________________

8. graphite: ___________________________

9. paragraph: ___________________________

10. telegraph: ___________________________

C. Which Word Does Not Belong?
Directions: Choose the word that is not related to the vocabulary word given.

11. autograph
   a. write
   b. signature
   c. famous
   d. message

12. graffiti
   a. picture
   b. painted
   c. subject
   d. building

13. graphite
   a. substance
   b. ink
   c. black
   d. pencil

14. paragraph
   a. electrical
   b. essay
   c. subject
   d. line

15. telegraph
   a. signal
   b. zoo
   c. message
   d. distance
D. Fill in the Blanks
Directions: Read each sentence and choose the word that best fits the sentence.

16. We waited in line for four hours just to get the singer’s _________________.
17. The teens had to do community service when they were caught writing ________________ on old buildings.
18. Can you believe that the ________________ was once the fastest method of getting a message across the world?
19. The metal club was made out of ________________ and other metallic substances.
20. Charlene wasn’t happy with her essay despite spending hours on each ________________.

E. True or False
Directions: Decide if each statement below is true (T) or false (F).

21. Graffiti can be considered an art form. [T/F]
22. A paragraph must contain no more than nine sentences. [T/F]
23. The telegraph was a precursor to the instant message. [T/F]
24. An autograph can make a memento more valuable. [T/F]
25. Graphite is more dangerous to humans than lead. [T/F]

F. What's the Word?
Write a graph word for each description below.

____________________ 26. a nonfiction text written about the life of a person
____________________ 27. the study of the landforms, cities, and people that live on earth
____________________ 28. the art of beautiful handwriting using special pens or brushes
____________________ 29. the characteristics of part of a population, often used for marketing
____________________ 30. a list of books or other sources that were used in the writing of another book or paper
A. Matching Definitions
Directions: Write the letter of the vocabulary word for each definition below.

1. pictures or words painted or drawn on a wall, building, etc. _______
   a. autograph
   b. graffiti
   c. graphite
   d. paragraph
   e. telegraph

2. an outdated system of sending messages over long distances by using wires and electrical signals _______
   a. autograph
   b. graffiti
   c. graphite
   d. paragraph
   e. telegraph

3. the signature of a famous person _______
   a. autograph
   b. graffiti
   c. graphite
   d. paragraph
   e. telegraph

4. a part of a piece of writing that deals with one subject, begins on a new line, and is made up of one or more sentences _______
   a. autograph
   b. graffiti
   c. graphite
   d. paragraph
   e. telegraph

5. a shiny, black substance that is used in pencils _______
   a. autograph
   b. graffiti
   c. graphite
   d. paragraph
   e. telegraph

B. Synonyms
Directions: Choose the synonym for each word below.

6. paragraph a. word b. passage c. pencil d. write
   a. autograph
   b. graffiti
   c. graphite
   d. paragraph
   e. telegraph

7. autograph a. drawing b. seal c. signature d. photo
   a. autograph
   b. graffiti
   c. graphite
   d. paragraph
   e. telegraph

8. telegraph a. wires b. important c. message d. list
   a. autograph
   b. graffiti
   c. graphite
   d. paragraph
   e. telegraph

9. graphite a. liquid b. metal c. replica d. copy
   a. autograph
   b. graffiti
   c. graphite
   d. paragraph
   e. telegraph

10. graffiti a. defacement b. autograph c. photography d. appropriate
    a. autograph
    b. graffiti
    c. graphite
    d. paragraph
    e. telegraph

C. Fill in the Blank Sentences
Directions: Read each sentence and choose the word that best fits the sentence.

11. My favorite author is sending me a copy of her latest book with her___________ in the front cover!
    a. autograph
    b. graffiti
    c. paragraph
    d. telegraph

12. The artist drew with a charcoal pencil because its mark was different from that of a___________ pencil.
    a. graffiti
    b. paragraph
    c. graphite
    d. telegraph

13. The janitor painted over the bathroom walls that were covered in___________.
    a. autographs
    b. graffiti
    c. paragraphs
    d. telegraphs

14. Which__________ contains the thesis statement?
    a. graphite
    b. paragraph
    c. telegraph
    d. graffiti

15. I tried explaining to my grandfather that a text was like an automatic___________.
    a. paragraph
    b. graffiti
    c. telegraph
    d. autograph
Name __________________________________________________________________________

A. Matching Definitions
Directions: Write the letter of the vocabulary word for each definition below.

____ 1. pictures or words painted or drawn on a wall, building, etc.
   a. autograph  
   b. graffiti  
   c. graphite  
   d. paragraph  
   e. telegraph

____ 2. an outdated system of sending messages over long distances by using wires and electrical signals
   a. autograph  
   b. graffiti  
   c. graphite  
   d. paragraph  
   e. telegraph

____ 3. the signature of a famous person
   a. autograph  
   b. graffiti  
   c. graphite  
   d. paragraph  
   e. telegraph

____ 4. a part of a piece of writing that deals with one subject, begins on a new line, and is made up of one or more sentences
   a. autograph  
   b. graffiti  
   c. graphite  
   d. paragraph  
   e. telegraph

____ 5. a shiny, black substance that is used in pencils
   a. autograph  
   b. graffiti  
   c. graphite  
   d. paragraph  
   e. telegraph

B. Synonyms
Directions: Choose the synonym for each word below.

6. paragraph
   a. word  
   b. passage

7. autograph
   a. signature  
   b. photo

8. telegraph
   a. important  
   b. message

9. graphite
   a. liquid  
   b. metal

10. graffiti
    a. defacement  
    b. appropriate

C. Fill in the Blank Sentences
Directions: Read each sentence and choose the word that best fits the sentence.

11. My favorite author is sending me a copy of her latest book with her ____________ in the front cover!
    a. autograph  
    b. graffiti

12. The artist drew with a charcoal pencil because its mark was different from that of a ____________ pencil.
    a. graphite  
    b. telegraph

13. The janitor painted over the bathroom walls that were covered in ____________.
    a. autographs  
    b. graffiti

14. Which ____________ contains the thesis statement?
    a. graphite  
    b. paragraph

15. I tried explaining to my grandfather that a text was like an automatic ____________.
    a. paragraph  
    b. telegraph

root: graph
Practice
1. telegraph
2. autograph
3. paragraph
4. graffiti
5. graphite
6. write your own name
7. write on public property
8. write with a pencil
9. write with sections
10. write to long distances
11. d. message
12. c. subject
13. b. ink
14. a. electrical
15. b. zoo
16. autograph
17. graffiti
18. telegraph
19. graphite
20. paragraph
21. T
22. F
23. T
24. T
25. F
26. biography
27. geography
28. calligraphy
29. demographics
30. bibliography

Quiz (Regular)
1. b. graffiti
2. e. telegraph
3. a. autograph
4. d. paragraph
5. c. graphite
6. b. passage
7. c. signature
8. c. message
9. b. metal
10. a. defacement
11. a. autograph
12. c. graphite
13. b. graffiti
14. b. paragraph
15. c. telegraph

Quiz (Modified)
1. b. graffiti
2. e. telegraph
3. a. autograph
4. d. paragraph
5. c. graphite
6. b. passage
7. a. signature
8. b. message
9. b. metal
10. a. defacement
11. a. autograph
12. a. graphite
13. b. graffiti
14. b. paragraph
15. b. telegraph